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Parking garages in need of repair
By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A door at the Fourth Street
garage is missing a handle. It
is tied open with a piece of
rusty wire attached to the
stair railing.
Pigeon droppings soil the
stairs at the 10th Street
garage, while the elevator
is marred with graffiti and
the flooring needs cosmetic
repair. In contrast, new
fencing surrounds the stair-

wells at all the garages.
Lt. Bruce Lowe of the
University Police said the
fences were put up to increase
public safety.
According to Lowe, the
garage safety problems are
caused by "members of the
local community, not in any
way associated with the university, making use of the
garages for drug activities,
sexual assaults, and people
leaping from the top floor

to commit suicide."
"Many of the things that
occur in the garages happen
because of opportunity," Lowe
said. "We are trying to remove
that opportunity."
Dick Staley, manager of
Traffic and Parking Operations
at SJSU, said the garage situation is a matter of budget and
priorities. Staley confirmed
that public safety gets first priority, with less urgency given
to cosmetic maintenance. As a

result, the fences were
installed, but the bird droppings remain.
Staley said control of traffic
flow, maintenance of protective devices such as the emergency blue phones and the
garage lighting, and nightly
removal of trash have first
attention. He said there is not
money in the budget to keep
the garages as clean as they
See Garages, page 8
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Scheller house
may be saved
By Joanne Griffith Domingue
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

On Tuesday, Santa Clara
County supervisors will consider a proposal from San Jose
builder Barry Swenson to move
the historic Scheller house to a
lot he owns on Fourth and St.
John streets to save the house
from demolition.
In its present location on university land at Fifth and San
Carlos streets, it is in the way of
landscaping and construction
scheduled to begin Oct. 17.
"If Barry Swenson and the
county can work a deal, it must
go through Tim Lantz," said Alan
Freeman, director of space management and facilities planning
at SJSU.
Lantz is an award-winning
contractor for his work preserving historic homes in Los Gatos
that were damaged by the Loma
Prieta earthquake.
"We have a valid, legal
contract with Tim Lantz to
demolish or move the house,"
Freeman said.
Lantz submitted a low bid to
SJSU to demolish the house. It
was the only way he could buy
time to try and save the house.

"I’m a preservationist. I’m not
a demolition contractor," Lantz
said.
Freeman expressed surprise
that the university was not
included in discussions with
county supervisors since SJSU is
the legal owner of the house.
"We would love to be a part of
saving the house," Freeman
said. Instead of starting the construction at Fourth Street.
Freeman said they will start at
the other end.
"That way we won’t hold up
the contractors but would allow
whomever moves the house a
couple more weeks to get the
house out," he said.
Swenson, also an experienced
preservationist, did the restoration work on the Hayes
mansion.
Lantz and Swenson have
drawn up an agreement to work
together.
"Hopefully," Swenson said, "we
can save it (Scheller house). It
would make perfect offices for
nonprofit arts groups in downtown San Jose."
Tuesday’s meeting is a last
ditch effort to see if we can save
the house Swenson said.

Associated Students
seeking participants
,
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Maria Lopez, right, prepares to perform to an audience of students and faculty at the "Tardeada" cultural festival organized
by the SJSU Chicano and Latino faculty. The "Tardeada," held

in the Studelt Union Monday night, was organized to introduce
freshmen to the campus community. The event featured various faculty speakers, entertainments and presentations.

Arnold Air Society will leave with ROTC
By Tim Schwalbach
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Academic Senate voted
Sept. 12 to deactivate the SJSU
detachment of the Air Force
ROTC. Along with Air Force
ROTC, another long standing
tradition will cease to exist at
SJSU when that time comes.
Since its establishment on
Oct. 11, 1951, Arnold Air
Society (AAS) has been serving the community through
projects that serve the disadvantaged, foster environmental awareness and promote
awareness of the plight of

Prisoners of War and those
missing in action.
"Arnold Air Society is a
national professional honorary service organization
comprised of Air Force ROTC
cadets," AAS Commander Jose
Vargas said.
An elite group of Air Force
ROTC cadets, AAS conducts
an eight-week pledge program,
similar to that of a fraternity
or sorority.
This semester’s program
begins Oct. 6 with its first
meeting.
During that period, a pledge

learns everything about the
Air Force, ROTC and being an
officer, according to Vargas.
definitely
"Grades
are
emphasized. Everything else is
secondary," Vargas said.
When the time comes for
the Air Force ROTC to pack
their bags, one service will be
greatly missed the annual
blood drive.
Every semester, Air Force
ROTC and AAS cadets volunteer their time to donate
blood and organize what
has become a time-honored
tradition

"It’s not simply tradition for
tradition’s sake, it’s something
that helps out people." Vargas
said. "I know every semester
people look forward to the
blood drive."
"Not only is the university
going to lose money, but it’s
also going to stop serving the
community in terms of blood
donations," he said.
Lt. Col. Kirk Brown, commander of the Air Force ROTC,
remembers the blood drive
back in 1974, when he graduatSee Arnold, page 8

Light Rail transit passes make commute easier
By June Pratt
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Students who received the newly.
distributed transit access cards and
rode the light rail, found they liked
the service.
"You couldn’t beat the price of
a free ticket," child development
major Pamela Ambrose said as she
headed for campus. "I may have
had to go out of my way to get on,
but it’s worth it because I didn’t have
to worry about parking or freeway
traffic."
Ambrose said seats were available
when she boarded in the morning
but she didn’t mind if she had to
stand on the way home.
Finance major Claudia Hull did
mind. Hull said she had to stand both
ways and did not consider the light
rail offer a free ride because the fees
went up.

A

Karl Henze, SJSU environmental
science major, said light rail was a
change from driving and he iiked it.
"It’s always on time and I get a
seat," he said.
However, there were a few problems with students who did not get
cards. According to Marilyn Radisch,
director of registration and assessment, the office expected to have
cards mailed to late-registered students by the end of last week if their
fees were paid or if they had shown
proof of payment.
Alfonso DeAlba, AS Transit Access
Program Coordinator, said he went
over to talk to bus drivers who
did not know about the cards and
put up posters along the downtown
corridor.
"It’s a new thing they wanted to
know and cooperate," he said.
He said they were able to research

the complaints and communicated
with the transit authority on every
complaint.
DeAlba said he estimated at
least 20 percent more students
were taking advantage of the program, but he had no official way of
knowing.
Linda Wagner, acting contract
services manager of the Santa
Clara County Transportation Agency,
said riding the light rail seemed
to be popular for students, though
It was too soon to tell if ridership
was up with the new transit access
card.
To determine the program’s success, they will ask people on board,
get a sample by phoning students or
insert a questionnaire in the registration materials.
Wagner said the first survey will be
taken in November.

By Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Staff Min r

Even if most SJSU students don’t
vote in Associated Students’ elec2,500 out of 26,000 stutions
dents voted in the spring election.
according to an A.S. official or
have any idea what A.S. is or does.
it partially funds many campus
programs.
New student orientation, the
campus women’s resource center,
SJSU’s ice hockey club, and the
Environmental Resource Center
are just a few of the programs that
receive a portion of their funding
from A.S., which is SJSU’s student
government.
"See us as a corporation with
over a $1 million budget from
student fees, events we put on,
other
and
income
interest
sources," A.S. President Andrea
Wagner said.
"We have the money to support

changes we believe need to happen on campus," she said.
This year A.S. expects to receive
$947,000 from the $32 student fees
paid at each registration, $531.000
from the A.S. Program Board-sponsored events like concerts and lectures and $41,000 from other
sources for a combined budget of
$1.5 million.
A.S. is also the students’ voice
on campus.
"We have a representative on
almost every board or committee
on campus," A.S. Director of
Communications Mike Yaghmai
said. "We are elected to re .ice sure
the students are heard."
Yaghinai believes A.:- ’s voice
echoes the students’.
"We go through what students go
through on campus on a day-byday basis," he said. "After all. we
See A.S. profile, page 8

Tuba or not tuba...
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MUSIC manor Neil Bliss practices the tuba in an empty Music Building classroom Bliss, who

has been playing for about six years sand the Music Building is one of the few places a
musician can practice and not be asked to quiet down
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Helmet laws hold
families together
I used to be against the motorcycle helmet law.
That is, until I had one cousin killed and another
one seriously injured in motorcycle accidents.
David was only 26-years-old when a
Volkswagen ran a red light and plowed into the
motorcycle he and a friend were riding. Although
they had the right-of-way, it didn’t matter.
Neither David nor his friend was wearing a helmet. It cost David his life. And in a sense, it cost
his friend his life too.
He now spends his days unaware of who he is,
let alone who his friends and loved-ones are.
Three weeks ago, my 22-year-old cousin
Robbie was motorcycle riding alongside a friend
in the hills of Sacramento.
He swerved to miss an approaching car and
was thrown from his bike down a ravine.
A helicopter air-lifted him to UC Davis Medical
Center where he remained in a coma for 24hours.
He wasn’t wearing a helmet either.
Luckily, he survived the accident, although the
extent of his injuries are not yet known. He still
needs help recognizing his family and friends.
He spends his days with doctors now, physically and mentally trying to recuperate himself.
I used to think the helmet law was one of those
ultra-conservative laws that forced strict, unnecessary government control on people.
I thought the government had no right to dic-
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Spartan football deserves strong support
I somehow find myself
strongly concurring with Marc
J. Spear’s assessment of our
student body’s deplorable disregard for its San Jose State
University Spartan Football
Programs ("The Nation’s Best
Fair- Weather Fans at SJSU,"
Spartan Daily, Tuesday, Sept.
13).
I have been attending SJSU
on a part time basis for three
years now and I must confess
that I, until recently. was yet
another member of the largely
apathetic
San Jose
State
Student Body.
I paid more attention to other
more prominent college football programs across the country while disregarding my own
school’s team.

One may rest assured that
Walsh’s sentiments are sincere;
it is ironic that the coach of an
opposing school verbally epitomizes the lethargic attitude of
the
San
Jose
State
Student Body.
We don’t need anyone’s
damn sympathy. Nor do we
need the fair-weather fans that
Spears so accurately refers to.
We should instead show the
strong degree of support that
the SJSU Spartan Football
Program needs and deserves.
A victory cannot be fully
appreciated and savored unless
we have also contended with
defeat ... together.

James F. Tracy
Senior
RTVF

Military not to blame for gay policy
Dear Editor:
On Tuesday, Sept. 13, the
Spartan Daily reported on the
elimination of the ROTC at SJSU
on the grounds of discrimination.
According to the article,
ROTC, being a military organization, adheres to the federal
"Don’t ask, don’t tell" policy and
therefore discriminates against
homosexuals, thereby violating
the universities policy of
non-discrimination.
Like it or not. we as a society
need to accept that certain
types of discriminative policies
do exist within some organizations for justifiable reasons.
Though they may make
us uncomfortable in the fact
that they technically show
a
bias
in
favor
or
against
a certain
group
of
people,
they
do

News Room

exist to serve a greater good.
For example, a group of 13
year-olds can’t decide they’re
going to go down to the Pink
Poodle to watch strippers and
drink.
They wouldn’t be able to get
in because of the laws we have
that technically discriminate
against age.
Similarly, a male student here
at SJSU can’t decide to join a
sorority or the women’s volleyball team or use the women’s
restrooms or locker rooms on
campus. Technically this is
because the university has
some policies that discriminate
against gender.
No one wants to change the
laws or policies in either of
these examples because It can
be
easily
seen
that
though discriminatory, their
purpose justifies their existence.

In the case of homosexuals in
the military, I believe that people have a right to serve in the
military without having to share
barracks,
showers,
or
restrooms with people who
may be attracted to them
because of their sexual orientation
whether
they be a
straight member of the opposite sex or a homosexual member of the same sex.
Since there are 110 realistically possible ways for the military to provide individual soldiers with their own living quarters, showers and restrooms, I
cannot find the military at fault
for having policies that discriminate against homosexuals.

Patrick S. Gandy
Alumni
Radio/Television/Film
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tate what a person should wear when riding a
motorcycle, especially when the rider wasn’t
hurting anyone but themselves.
But I was wrong. The rider can not only hurt
themselves, they can hurt the family and friends
who love them.
California’s helmet law, which passed in 1992,
is helping to save lives. Since its enactment, the
state has seen a dramatic decrease in motorcycle
injuries and deaths.
In 1993, California reported their lowest
amount of motorcycle deaths since 1966.
Statistics showed 302 motorcyclists died and
10,910 were injured, a 41 percent decline from
1991.
The American Medical Association reports
that states with full helmet use laws have consistently lower head injury-associated death rates
than states without them.
Now, if only people would listen.
The helmet law was constructed for a reason.
It was constructed to save lives. It was constructed not only for the safety of motorcycle riders themselves, but for the people who love them
as well.
In a society as large as ours, laws and regulations are needed to protect people. Whether riders realize it or not, the helmet law was constructed to protect them too.

We’re Americans, and as
a result, ascribe a great
deal to the idea of "winning."
Such is the reason for our
show of support for the
Nebraskas, the Notre Dames,
and the Floridas.
As SJSU students, we can all
be winners on a much more
meaningful scale if we stand
united behind our own SJSU
Spartans.
SJSU faces a tremendously
challenging and sometimes
bewildering football schedule.
The first six games scheduled
for the Spartans would prove to
be enervating for any team in
the Top 25.
Bill Walsh recently referred
to SJSU’s slate as "a nightmare."
further expressing his sympathy for Coach Ralston and the
Spartans.
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Wilson commended
for youth crime bill
On April 13, San Jose youth counselor John
Andrew De Caprio was allegedly stabbed to death
by a 15-year-old juvenile.
Corey McKenzie was found guilty of firstdegree murder on Sept. 15 with that horrific act.
California law states 16-year-old minors can be
tried and sentenced as adults if convicted of violent crimes. But that will change come Nov. 30.
Thanks to Gov. Pete Wilson’s signing of a new
crime bill on Sept. 9, adolescent killers as young
as 14 could be sentenced to life in prison.
Justice will be served.
If this bill had been in effect even a year ago,
Debra De Caprio may still have her husband
around today.
My hat goes off in support of Wilson for coming
down hard on juvenile offenders who choose a
life of crime. They too must pay the price.
Three other measures were also signed, relating to stiffer juvenile crime sentences and gun
possession.
The first measure expands the crimes that
could see a 14-year-old tried as an adult to
include murder, rape, kidnapping, robbery and
armed burglary.
The second measure allows a juvenile convicted of a series of violent crimes to be held beyond
his or her 25th birthday.
The last measure restricts juveniles’ access to

Tim Schwalbach
staff reportrr

handguns and boosts penalties for giving or selling guns to children.
All four bills signed by Wilson are the direct
result and recognition of the harsh reality of
youth violence in America today.
Two hundred sixty-seven children under age 14
were charged with murder in 1992, up 50 percent
from a decade ago, according to FBI’s most
recent nationwide statistics.
So far this year, 20 teenagers have been
charged with murder in Santa Clara County, compared to last year’s three.
If this bill wasn’t signed, the arrows on the FBI’s
statistical government charts would continue to
head north.
Young kids in gangs are committing crimes just
as vicious as adults, and without any remorse.
Because of the existing law in California which
forces Youth Authority to release juveniles at 25,
gangs are using children to do their so-called
dirty work for them.
With the increase in juveniles committing
deadly crimes in San Jose, something has to be
done to deter them from continuing their
onslaught of violence.
Gov. Wilson made the right decision in signing
these youth crime bills. It’s a step in the right
direction.

Letter to the Editor

University favors corporate ’vendors’
Dear Editor:
It seems that the SJSU administration has fully embraced
U.S. style corporate capitalism,
in view of the situation regarding the street vendors who used
to operate along the now closed
section of San Carlos Street.
The way I heard it from the
vendor I frequently patronize,
the vendors were told they
would have to leave because of
the impending construction
there, which was to have begun
this past summer.
When they asked, "Well,
where’s the construction, and
why can’t we push our carts
into our habitual locations until
it begins?" they were told,
"Well, the university doesn’t
have any money for construc-

tion, but anyway your displacement will not be temporary
after all, it is to be permanent."
In the meantime, we have the
convenience
right
under
MacQuarrie Hall of patronizing
a coffee and snack stand operated by a mega-corporation
based in Seattle.
Their prices are higher than
those of the street vendors, but
the university gets a cut.
And soon some mega-corporation’s fast food franchise will
replace the Faculty dining commons, giving us all the convenience of buying high priced
hamburgers and french fries
without having to venture a half
block off campus.
Again, presumably, the university will get a cut.
I have a suggestion for the
next step in the administra-

tion’s romance with mega-corporate capitalism.
Why don’t we invite Great
America or Disney Productions
to construct an amusement
park on San Carlos Street.
Surely either one of these
corporate giants would have
enough ready cash to begin
construction next week.
Soon students and faculty
alike will have the opportunity
to take a roller-coaster ride
between classes at, say, five
dollars a pop.
And once again, the university could take a cut.

Brian Peterson
Professor
Mathematics and
Computer Science

Opinion page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a
daily forum to
promote
a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others who are

interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for
the Opinion page must be In
the Letters to the Editor’s box
In the Spartan Daily newsroom,

Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or left at
the information booth In the
Student Union.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
phone number, and signature.
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wednesday

MSC

5:30-6:30,
SU
COstanoan Room. Call Sally,

sdentimircliS

Bela Alpla Psi

American Society of Interior
Design

Meeting,

9243163.

Pledge Social, 34pm, SU
Costanoan Room.

Catholic Campus Minishy

Choir Practice, 7pm, Campus
Interfaith Center and Tuesday
Evening Dinner (FREE), 7pm,
and Hispanic Catholic Student
Organization Social, Campus
Interfaith Center Call Fr. Mark,
298.0204.

Career Planning
& Placement

Exam
Service
Foreign
Applications Available in BC 13.
and Interview Preparation for
Educators, 1304pm, SU Loma
On Campus
Prieta and
Interview Orientation, 3:30pm,
SU Almaden Room. and
"Careers that Soar Options in
Aviation, 430pm, SU Loma
Prieta Room. Call 9246033.

Mountaineers of SJSU

Public Hearing at City Hall: The
Development of Boulder Ridge
zones), meet at 130pm,

Re-entry Advisory Program

Reentry So
lpm, ADM
924-5930.

rt Group, Noon. Call Virginia,

School of Art & Design

Behavioral

Meeting, 3pm, WSQ 04. Call
Debbie, 971-9602.

First Chapter Meeting, 7:30pm,
SU
Guadalupe
Room.
Call
Tiffany,
993-9352.

Beta Alpha Psi
Pledge Social,
Costanoan

34pm, SU
Room.

Buliver-Lytton English Club
Meeting, 12:30pm, FO 104. Call
Lara
Stunning,
293-0183.

Career Planning & Placement

Co-op Orientation, 6pm, SU
Guadalupe Room and OnCampus Interview Orientation,
5:30pm, SU Almaden Room. Call
924-6033.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Wednesday Night Discussion:
How Catholics Survive the
Campus
7:30pm,
Church,
Center.
Call
Interfaith
298-0204.
Mark,
Fr.

College Republicans

Meeting, 2-230pm, SU Pacheco
Room. Call Mark, 997-3980.

Computer Information Center

Lunch at the Internet: Ask
questions about the information
Noon-lpm,
"superhighway",
WSQ 119. Call 924-2310.

Department of Biology

Art
Galleries
Student
Receptions, 6.8pm, ART & IN!)
Bldg galleries. Call Marla,
924-4330.

Seminar, I:30pin, DH 135. Call Dr.
Shellhammer, 924-4897 or
Sharon, 924-4900.

Student California Teachers
Assodation

Bouldering: Climbing without
ropes, meet at 4th &San Carlos at
4pm to carpool via light Rail to
Boulder Ridge in Almaden. Call
Eric or John, 275-0881.

Meeting, Noon-lpm, SH 331.
Call Dr. Konishi, 924-3738.

SJS Greens

Strategy Meeting, 6pm, SU
Montalvo Room. Call Tim,
293-9561.

SJSU Fencing Club

& Practice, 6-7:30pm,
lisSPerg.
A
Call John, 2806019.

Student Affiliation For
Envhonmental Respect
Meeting, 4:30, WSQ 115. Call
Jennifer, 287-6221.

Mountaineers of SJSU

Re-entry Office
Brown Bag Lunch, Topic:
Managing your time effectively,
Noon-1:30pm, SU Pacheco Room,
Call Virginia, 924-5930.

Sigma Theta Psi
Meeting, 7pm, Mil 235. Call
Monika, 955-8935.

Live suicide
puts focus
on TV ethics
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
Viewers watched in horror
as the scene unfolded on
live TV: A deputy sheriff who
hours earlier had gunned
down his wife placed the
barrel of a .45 to his jaw and
fired. Blood splattered. His
body slumped.
"At first, I didn’t think it
was real," said Diane Ryland,
who was watching the KALB
broadcast at home on
Thursday. "I couldn’t believe
they had shot it. That should
have been cut away. It was
very insensitive."
The broadcast by the
station, 175 miles northwest
of New Orleans, has stirred
debate over whether KALB
acted responsibly.
The drama began after
Paul Broussard, a 38-yearold deputy who had been
suspended a day earlier
when his estranged wife,
Andrea Broussard, obtained
a restraining order against
him for beating her, shot and
killed the woman, then ran
across the street to the
courtyard of an bank.
Police swarmed into the
area. Cameras rolled as
Broussard, sitting on a
bench, agonized with a
priest for 2 1/2 hours, then
shot himself.
The camera was so close
that viewers could see the
bullet hole.
"We did not televise
KALB
news
suicide,"
director Jack Frost said
Friday. "The incident we
televised was a situation
that put the downtown area
in danger, and our public
needed to be aware of that."
He said the station wasn’t
able to cut away because he
didn’t have a tape-delay
mechanism.

First Lady attacks Wilson,

praises Brown for governor
LOS ANGELES (AP) First
lady Hillary Clinton said
California can bring back the
prosperous good old days of
Govs. Pat Brown and Jerry
Brown by throwing Pete Wilson
out of office and electing
Kathleen Brown as governor.
in lively, partisan speeches
Sunday supporting Brown’s
campaign for governor, the first
lady accused the Republican
governor of putting politics
ahead of California’s interests
and of manipulating issues from
crime and illegal immigration to
earthquake relief.
"If you elect Kathleen Brown,
you will have a hard-working
governor in the tradition of two
other governors named Brown.
When they were governor,
everything was going in the
right direction," she said of
Brown’s father and brother.
of
"After
12
years
economic
deteriorating
conditions, let’s try what’s
worked. Let’s elect another
Brown governor of California,"
she told 500 Democratic
activists at an airport rally.
Later, Mrs. Clinton spoke to
1,500 Brown supporters at 20th

studios,
Fox
Century
where they paid $1,000 each to
dine on salmon and asparagus
on folding chairs in a sound
stage the size of a football field.
Mrs. Clinton described Brown
as someone who would be "a
positive,
for
governor
progressive change."
"It makes a difference who’s
in charge," she said.
California once was the
nation’s leader in educational
excellence, she said.
"Now your classrooms are
the most crowded in the
country. Now tuition has been
raised beyond the means of
hundreds of thousands of
students" because of Wilson’s
poor
and
mismanagement
planning, Mrs. Clinton said.
The first lady was filling in
Sunday for President Clinton
after he canceled travel plans
because of the crisis in Haiti.
It was her second campaign
tour this month for Brown. A
week ago, she headlined a
Francisco
San
$500,000
luncheon.
Greeted at the airport by the
Northridge team that went to
the Little League World Series

this year, Mrs. Clinton praised
for their
the teammates
achievements in spite of the
Jan. 17 earthquake that ravaged
their community.
She accused Wilson of
"maneuvering for political
advantage" over earthquake
relief.
"The president cares a lot
about California. He was
there (at Northridge) with all
the aid that was needed
despite often the lack of
the
state
from
support
government," she said.
Mrs. Clinton also accused
Wilson of failing to live up to his
tough rhetoric on crime and
illegal immigration, citing his
Senate record supporting limits
on actions to expel illegal aliens.
Wilson is "a man who always
supported illegal immigration, a
man who always supported
services for illegal immigrants,"
Clinton said.
Wilson has angrily disputed
similar charges by Brown as
distortions of his record, saying
he fought for a legal guest
worker program to allow legal
immigrants to provide needed
agricultural work.

Healthy competition up in U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP) In 1990,
a study found the United States
is
rapidly
losing
its
competitiveness in areas vital to
its economic future and national
security. What a difference four
years have made.
"The United States has signifistrengthened
its
cantly
competitive position in critical
technologies," the Council on
Competitiveness
reported
Monday in an update of its earlier study.
"In those areas where we
were lagging, we have improved

our position," Council Chairman
Paul Allaire wrote in a foreword
to the new report. "In those
areas where we were strong, we
have maintained our strength."
The
report,
"Critical
Technologies Update 1994," was
the latest evidence that the
United States had regained its
competitiveness.
Just two weeks ago, for
instance, the World Economic
Forum in Geneva reported the
United States ranks as the
world’s most competitive nation
for the first time since 1985.

But while retired Adm. Bobby
Inman, a council senior adviser.
acknowledged "clear, visible.
measurable progress." Allaire,
who also is chairman and chief
executive officer of the Xerox
Corp., agreed.
"New challenges come along
with this progress," he said.
"We must continue to push for
performance,
improved
especially since these critical
technologies represent in many
ways the vital signs of America’s
ability to compete in the
economy of the 21st century."

We’ve just developed away to make
Power Macintosh even more powerful.
(Buy one now, and we’ll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)

Power Manttlosb 7100/66 8/250
Matmlosb Color lhsplav, Appkllesser
Kerbourd imd mouse

Only $2,350.00.

Not only is the world’s fastest Macintosh computer available at special low student prices.
but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For a limited time, huv
a select Power Macintosh’ and you get software that helps you through every aspect of writing
papers, a personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus you’ll get ClarisWorks, an integrIted
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CD-ROM, Apple Mufti* Scot 15 06play,
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world. And now with an Apple Computer Loan, it easier than ever to
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The light dims out for
major league baseball
Baseball strike ends with no World Series
baseball. I played it,
Ilove
coached it and watched it
religiously.
Every morning I would scour
the newspaper for statistics and
factoids. Every night I stayed up
until I watched a full sports
broadcast, whether local or
national. Now I must live without it.
Am I crying? No. It was
inevitable from the start of the
strike that the 125th season of
major league baseball would
not end with a World Series.
I do have football to watch
every weekend. Soon hockey
and basketball will be here to
fill up my weekdays. So my
sports life is not over.
I am mad, however. Although
the two teams I follow most, the
Giants and the Rangers, weren’t
doing so hot this season, I was
enjoying the performances of
certain individuals.
Matt Williams, Ken Griffey Jr. ,
Frank Thomas and Jeff Bagwell
were tearing it up, and the anticipation of major records falling
in my lifetime was exciting. It
was something that needed to
happen.
Unfortunately, I was born too

AIL

SPORTS FORUM
Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
late to see guys like Willie Mays,
Mickey Mantle, Sandy Koufax
and Hank Aaron. All I had was
Doc Gooden, Mike Schmidt, and
Nolan Ryan.
I’m not saying the latter group
of players pale in comparison to
their Hall of Fame counterparts.
Nolan Ryan happens to be my
idol.
But baseball has been missing
that charm it had during the
’40s through the ’60s. The fast paced action of football, basketball and the resurgence in popularity of hockey has caused the
slower-moving baseball to take
a back seat with fans.
The league tried to spark
interest by adding two new
teams last year. but that wasn’t
quite enough.

Young stars like Griffey,
Thomas, Juan Gonzalez, Kenny
Lofton, Mike Piazza and Moises
Alou have helped bring back
some of their charm through
their talents and love of the
game.
Baseball was reaching a new
plateau of fan support this season, mainly because of the
record chases and the increase
in pennant-contending teams.
But now that is all lost, dashed
aside because of greed and
greed kills.
It kills the hopes of many fans
across the country. It kills the
dreams
of
minor-leaguers
whose seasons should have
ended in the big leagues.
And most importantly, it kills
the chances of baseball grabbing a hold of the future fans.
I believe it was sports broadcaster Bob McKay who said,
"Baseball has basically shot
itself in the foot."
It has. It’s limping and it’s losing blood. And it’s going to take
more than a settlement to stop
the bleeding.

Sal &Luigi Pizzeria
Homemade Food Do 1960
Famous For...
Ricotta Cheese or
Meat Ravioli
Gnocchi
Lasagna
Sandwiches
Beer Wine
We make our own
Italian Sausage

Montreal he is in favor of a
salary cap, but only for rookies.
"The way I see it, that might
save the small-market teams,"
Roy said in Monday’s editions of
the paper.
"... I am opposed to a salary
cap for most of players. The
biggest losers if that were to
happen would be the fans. A
team could find itself just one
player away from winning the
Stanley Cup. but couldn’t go out
and get that player because it
had already reached its salary
cap. The only winner there
would be the owners, who
would save some money."
spokesman
Arthur
NHL
Pincus declined to discuss the
agenda of Tuesday’s meeting,
saying the league prefers to confine its discussions to the
boardroom.The players’ proposal provides for a 5 percent
tax on salaries and gate
receipts, a move move they

claim would raise $35 million
for small-market teams.
League officials are skeptical
about the $35 million. They
think small-market teams like
Winnipeg and Quebec would
not benefit significantly.
The NHL has also proposed a
tax system that seeks to fine
teams that exceed a set payroll
and distribute the money to
teams under the proscribed
amount.
Sources told The Canadian
Press the tax would be dollar
for dollar for the first $4 million
over the set payroll and 50
cents for every additional dollar. Players have rejected the
proposal, calling it a salary cap.
The NHL and NHLPA have
been without a collective bargaining agreement for more
than a year. Players expect the
NHL to lock them out if a contract is not signed by Oct. 1,
when the season is to begin.

’Super Dave’ duo a success for NY Giants
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP)
It is one of the odder pairings
in the NFL.
The kid who got the quarterback job because of a grown-up
thing called a salary cap, and
the 5-foot-7 halfback who might
always look like a kid.
They’re the "Super Daves"
Dave Brown and Dave Meggett.
They’re also the main reason
why Dan Reeves and the New
York Giants again have a 3-0
record heading into the bye
week.
Meggett and Brown have had
a hand in nine of the Giants’ 11
touchdowns in a season in
which the offense has carried a
team that most felt would do no
better than 8-8.
Even Reeves, who led the
team to an 11-5 mark in 1993,
predicted a 9-7 record in the
first year of the post Phil
Simms-Lawrence Taylor era.
"If we get to nine wins, I’ll
upgrade it," Reeves said
Monday of his prognostication.
"Until I get nine wins, I’m not
upgrading anything. Your goals
are set over a season and if you
want to achieve it you need a
good start. But you never know
when something happens and
injuries will devastate your
team."
An injury to Meggett would
be the most devastating.

In a year in which the Giants
were looking for leaders to
replace Taylor and Simms,
Meggett has stepped forward.
He has rushed 43 times for a
team -high 157 yards and three
touchdowns, caught seven
passes for 70 yards, thrown a
TD pass on a halfback option
and returned a punt for another.
The six-year veteran beat the
Eagles in the season opener by
returning a punt for a touchdown, recovering an Eagles fumble on a punt return to set up
another and then running for a
score late in the game.
The following week, he closed
out Buddy Ryan and the
Cardinals after halfback Rodney
Hampton was hurt. Sunday, he
ran for two touchdowns and
passed
for
another
as
Hampton’s replacement in a 3123 win over Washington.
"Dave Meggett continues to
do things extremely well,"
Reeves said. "He played well
again, rushing and catching
passes and throwing. He did
everything."
"This is just a fun situation
for me," Meggett said after the
game Sunday. "This was a new
challenge for me with Rodney
out. I like different challenges.
Things are working out for me
and the team. Right now, we
think we can conquer the

world."
Brown, the third-year quarterback who got his chance to run
the team after Simms was
released this summer in a salary
cap move, has not been as spectacular as Meggett. He’s been
consistent though, hitting 35 of
56 for 511 yards and four touchdowns.
"The thing that has been
pleasing so far is that he is not
making mistakes, the stupid
mistake that gets the team
beat," Giants offensive coordinator George Henshaw said.
Brown, who had thrown only
seven regular-season passes in
his first two years, also has
learned to be a team player.
"As I said before the season,
my job is just to go out and win
the game," he said. "I would
love to go out there and throw
for 500 yards, like (Drew)
Bledsoe (of the Patriots) is
doing. But he’s 1-2 and we’re 30, so my job Is to let this offense
move and not do anything to
hinder us.
"Brown also Is starting to feel
more comfortable on the field
after his first three starts.
"The key right now is the
coaches are understanding certain plays I like and certain
things I can do on the field ...
and we’re using those plays
very successfully," he said.
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Chris McCrellis-Mitchell is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

347 S. First St. San Jose
3 Blocks From Campus

Bettman responds to tax plan
NEW YORK (AP) NHL commissioner Gary Bettman is
expected to respond to a tax
plan proposed by the players
when negotiations resume
Tuesday on a new collective
bargaining agreement.
Bettman, who has said he
doesn’t want the NHL’s labor
trouble to go the way of baseball’s season-ending strike, was
presented with the plan Friday
when he met with Bob
Goodenow, executive director of
the NHL Players Association.
The plan, which players say
would subsidize small-market
teams, is similar to one baseball
.players proposed to their owners. That plan was rejected, and
the owners canceled the rest of
their season last Wednesday.
Goodenow spent Sunday visiting with teams to discuss the
negotiations.Patrick Roy, the
star goalie for the Montreal
Canadians, told Le Journal de
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The man
who would be

King

Son to the traditional ruler of Uromi,
Nigeria comes to SJSU for fourth degree
By Stacey Hewitt
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Photos by Frank Cava
Spartan Daily Stall Photographer

speaks 11 languages,
Hehas traveled in 120 countries, and was a correspondent
for the British
Broadcasting Corporation. He
holds three college degrees,
including one from Oxford. And
one day he may be a king.
As the oldest son of the traditional ruler of Uromi, a city in
Nigeria of around 800,000 people, political science major
Ailabogie Aikpaojie was trained
at a young age to take over his
father’s position.
"I was put through very rigorous discipline," he said. "I was
trained to be in the public eye."
Aikpaojie said traditional
rulers are the equivalent of a
king or a queen, and are one of
the most powerful rulers.
Members of his family have
been rulers of the area for eight
centuries.
It all started when a dispute
over where to bury the queen of
a village ended in a drastic measure.
"It is believed that the body of
a queen, especially the head, is
very powerful. Wherever it is
buried there is supposed to be
prosperity," he said.
Aikpaojie said the queen’s
son wanted to bury his mother’s body near him, but another
man disagreed with him and
wanted to bury it in another
place.
So he cut off her head and
buried it in the spot where his
father now rules.
Aikpaojie was raised in a large
family. His father has 19 wives
and 53 children, all of whom live
in the same house.
Aikpaojie said polygamy is a
tradition in Africa and isn’t
looked upon in a negative light.
"It may seem a very strange
tradition to Americans. But it is
part of an ancient African tradition. It is not something we all
do. It is believed that the house
of a king must be plentiful. It is
also a symbol of social status,"
he said.
He said that many of his
father’s wives are professional
women who went to school in
England, and many are doctors,
nurses, and engineers.

Aikpaojie came to San Jose
three years ago after extensive
travels throughout many countries in the world. His career in
the BBC led him to such places
as Saudi Arabia, China and
Russia.
During his childhood he also
traveled with his father, who
was a Nigerian ambassador
before he became the traditional ruler. During this period he
lived in Greece, Australia, Tokyo
and England.
"One of my first trips
occurred when I was four. I was
put on a train with a sealed
envelope that told the trainmaster where I was to go. I went to
spend the holidays with an
ambassador and his family in
Frankfurt," he said.
He has many memories of
growing up with his parents.
He said his mother, a nurse,
taught him how to control his
anger and make decisions.
Aikpaojie said learned a lot
from his father.
"I had an extremely good relationship with my father. He
taught me a great deal, especially about the art of diplomacy,"
he said.
He has many memories of
growing up with his father.
"I would sit on the living room
floor while he was writing his
speeches and he would smile
with one side of his mouth and

"I was trained to be in the public eye," political science major
Ailabogie Aikpaojie says about his upbringing. The future traditional
then smile with the other. Then
he would ask me which looked
better. That was a little thing we
enjoyed at midnight when
everyone was asleep," he said.
Political science professor
Elena Dorabji speaks highly of
Aikpaojie.
"He’s a very warm person.
He’s extremely kind. He is also
a strong student who added a
lot of things to my class," said
Dorabji, who had Aikpaojie in
her political science class.
Aikpaojie has enjoyed his

travels around the world, especially the people.
"I have many friends. I have
friends who are Christians,
Muslims and Buddhists. I am
tolerant of anything because I
see the human being behind
the culture," he said.
Aikpaojie claims to be happy
in any location as long as he has
a few basic requirements.
"My definition of happiness is
when I’m not hungry. I can feel
my stomach and I can find
water to take my bath daily. If I

ruler of Uromi, a city on the African country of Nigeria, spent 13
years as a correspondent for the British Broadcasting Corporation.
can find all of these things and
have a roof over my head then I
am happy. But the greatest
thing that brings me happiness
Is the people," he said.
Aikpaojle has plans to Join the
United Nations. He Is a member
of the Model United Nations on
campus, an organization in
which he believes strongly.
"I believe in the pursuit of an
ideal world where we as
humans will learn to respect
and accept each other," he said.
He has a daughter named

Eleanore, whom he named after
Eleanore Roosevelt.
"I admired her work for the
United Nations in a time when
women weren’t supposed to be
involved in politics," he said.
Aikpaojie has plans either go
to law school or possibly run
for office in his native country.
He hopes to join the United
Nations in ten years.
"I want to be remembered for
my contribution to peace
among peoples of the world," he
said.

Campus Interviews
October 4, 1994
OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount Brokersm is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on October 4, 1994 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

Aikpaojie speaks with his political science instructor Professor Elena Dorabji after class. Aikpaojie, who
can speak 11 languages, hopes to one day work for the United Nations.

40OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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OFF THE LEASH ey W.B. PARK

GEORGE BY MARK SZORADY

OFF THE LEASH BY W.B. PARK

RATZ BY BEN SMITH
WHAT ARE YOU
PAINTING?
PLAY -DO CAN?

Lars and t e squirrel stared hard at each
other Finally superior intelligence prevailed
I ars wandered off and cut down a hut

Hambone learned a valuable lesson Never
make rude hand gestures at a wolf pack
motorcycle gang from a skateboard

1

ANDY WARHOL
EA T YOUR HEART
OUT.
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Bosnian Serbs move in on Sarajevo despite U.N. warning
SARAJEVO,
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) - Defying
warnings of NATO air strikes,
Bosnian Serbs set up heavy
mortars near Sarajevo Monday
and isolated French peacekeepers by mining a road connecting
them to the rest of the world.
Twenty to 30 French soldiers
were penned up in their
barracks at Poljina after Serb
troops placed anti-tank mines
on their access road and posted
armed guards on it, said Maj.
Nerve Gourmelon, a spokesman
for French peacekeepers.
were
peacekeepers
The
posted near an arms collection

point - one of several created
In February after Serbs and
Muslims agreed to put heavy
weapons under U.N. watch or
face NATO air strikes.
But the Serbs have regularly
violated the agreement to keep
heavy weapons at least 12 miles
from Sarajevo. And they have
used such weapons frequently
despite the threat of NATO
airstrikes and an actual air
attack in early August.
Gourmelon said the Serbs set
mm
120
up
three
mortars near Poljina "with
ammunition, ready to be used, if
they think it’s necessary."

After a relatively calm night,
some fighting resumed around
the city early today. Scattered
explosions could be heard,
occasional
with
along
small-arms fire.
Aid flights were suspended
after the heaviest lighting in six
months rocked the city Sunday,
said U.N. spokesman Ron
Redmond in Geneva. But the
airport remained open to U.N.
resupply flights, and U.N.
officials said aid flights could
resume later in the day.
Gunfire and shelling erupted
Sunday after months of relative
calm, wounding 32 people,

Bosnian
three
killing
government
soldiers
and
sending residents scurrying for
cover.
The U.N. commander for
Bosnia, Lt. Gen. Sir Michael
Rose, warned of "appropriate
measures against both sides"
unless the fighting ended. A U.N.
spokesman, Maj. Koos Sol, said
possible action could include
NATO airstrikes.
The fighting in Sarajevo on
Sunday apparently started with
an infantry attack by troops of
Bosnia’s Muslim-led government, supported by mortars
positioned inside in the city.

That apparently touched off
retaliatory fire by Bosnian
Serbs, who targeted the city
center.
One government military
source, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, said the army was
trying to move into position
northeast of the city to harass a
Serb supply road. An elite
Bosnian army unit, the Black
Swans, often used in offensive
action could be seen on the
streets.
Rose said the fighting was a
the
of
violation
clear
exclusion
heavy-weapons
zone around Sarajevo.
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VOLUNTEERS

HOUSE PAINTERS NEEDED
PT/FT flexible hours, no exp. nec.
Work outdoors. Work with friends.
Call 631-1583 for more info.
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR
P/T instructor for elem schools.
Degree not required. Call voice
mail 4084502411. EOE/AAE
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:3010:00 for fundraising/organizing.
Make a difference while making a
Wing. 288.7882. EOE.

B E A FRIENDI
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
24 HOUR NAUTILUS. Fitness
Trainers. California’s fastest grownursing or related fields.
ing fitness center chain has
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526.1288 u408/287-2132. immediate openings for energetic.
enthusiastic FITNESS TRAINERS to
instruct and coach members.
Strong fitness background ACE,
ACSM, & or PE a plus. PART-TIME
& FULL TIME available. FREE
ALPHA PHI SORORITY
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE MEMBERSHIP to clubs. Apply in
person at our following locations:
OUR NEW MEMBERS
Jennifer, Monique, Tara, Monica, SAN JOSE: 1845 Hillsdale Ave.
Elena, Atsuko, Arnanda, Melissa, or 375 A North Capitol Ave.
FREMONT: 40910 Fremont Blvd.
Angela, Debinique, Rosemary,
SARATOGA: 18760 Cox Ave. SUNSeniata and Nicole.
NYVALE: 150 E. Fremont Ave.
FUNDRAISING. Choose from 3 MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2550 W. El
different fundraisers lasting either Camino Real.
3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn
EU for your group plus personal GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI
cash bonuses for yourself. Call Join Silicon Valley Tacks Coalition’s
campaign to protect the Valley’s
18009320528, Ext. 65.
failing ground water. Committed
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
fundraising/community organizing.
Make a difference while making a
Irving. 288-7882. EOE
NINE INCH NAIL TICKETS
S.110/1/94. Below cost, only
$25 ea. Pis. call 408-486-9569. ENJOY WORIUNG wrni CHILDREN?
Small World Schools is currently
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
shifts available in San Jose. Belmont, Millbrae & San Bruno, Also
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
hiring for substitutes - flexible
visits
and
x-rays
no
charge.
MICE
scheduling does not interfere with
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
Enroll now!
or 6 ECE completed + current
For brochure see A.S. Office or
ECE enrollment for all positions.
call (800)655-3225.
Benefits & an abundance of
growth opportunities! Please call
4C8257-7326 to schedule itterview.

GREEK

EVENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CONIPUTER FOR SALE

4860X2/50 4RAM 340 HD. Dual SALES - 24 HOUR NAUTILUS.
floppies. Fax/modem. mouse. SVGA California’s fastest growing fitness
center chain has immediate openmonitor. $900. 408-238-5227.
ings for energetic, enthusiastic,
SALES professionals with a strong
desire to succeed to, sell and market fitness memberships. Sal. +
82 VOLVO GLE 6 cyl. red w/leather Comm. + Bonus, Medical, Dental
? Air, pm win/ds.am/fm radio case & 401K. Rapid advancement
potential. Fitness background
tape. $3,000. Dell: 238-2670.
preferred. FREECWB WEMBERSHP.
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 Apply in person at our following
8 cyt Low miles. Grey & Silver w/ bcatiors. SAN JOSE: 1.845 Hillsdale
dk red interior. Excellent condition. Ave. or 375 A North Capitol Ave.
FREMONT: 40910 Fremont Blvd.
$6,800. Gene: 2653994.
SARATOGA: 18760 Cox Ave.
SUNNYVALE: 150 E. Fremont Ave.
MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2550 W. El
Camino Real,
STUDENT UNION/EVENT CENTER
is looking for sound/lighting MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP
technicians and event supervisors National Concert Promotion/Marto work sporting events and keting company based in LA seeks
concerts. Apply 3rd floor Student responsible, outgoing, Music/Marketing Intern based in San Jose.
Union Director’s Office.
College Sophomore or above.
VALETS FULL 8 PART TIME Know your market well, be very into
Flexible hours. Apply in person at music. Call ASAP- 213-368-4738.
2752 DeLaCruz Blvd. Santa Clara
Park & Service.

AUTO FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
5150.4225. weekly, working
17-20 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8448.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Hiring for part time servers,
bussers and host/ess. Also we
need a bookkeeper part or full
time. Apply at 51 N. San Pedro.
DIP. TUTOR 8 PROOF READER
for grad student. Excellent writing &
proofing skills required, using APA
format_ Must be fvfirA stuzlent or gad.
$7- $14 /hr, depending on experience.
Flexible schedule. Resume & references required. Please contact
Charles at 924E637 bee message.
DIRECT CARE.
PART-TIME $8.00 HR.
Non profit residential facilities
for young adults with autism.
Call 408-4483953.
Spark Foundation.
Wanted Fernele(s)TUTOR/DRNER
$8. per gr. 5 afternoons per week.
Must have own car and Ins.
DMV print out required.
Call 259-2781 for interview.
MARKETING
Environmental/NU:lion Co seeking
outgoing indlviduals with outstanding leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
train. Telecommunication positions
also available reselling surplus
digital long distance service of top
long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
train. Call Mark 408-7333933.

The fighting was the heaviest
in at least a half year in the
Bosnian capital, which has been
besieged by the Serbs for
almost 2 1/2 years.
In February, Bosnian Serbs
faced an ultimatum from NATO
to withdraw heavy weapons
ringing the city. Sarajevo then
enjoyed months of improving
supplies, better freedom of
movement and a semblance of
normalcy.
Conditions have deteriorated
in recent weeks with the closure
of land routes, sporadic gunfire
at aid flights and the shutoff of
electricity.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282
PARKING ATTENDANTS for MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
Am pco Parking. Immediate wt dice, ccmpLtes, gocd w/detaas.
openings. Must have valid CDL. $7.15/fT. 1.520 trArAs. 243-9173.
Bilingual in Spanish or Vietnamese
encouraged to apply at 95
South Market Street, Suite 460,
San Jose.
ROOM To RENT 2 Bike To SJSU
Female non-smoker. Large yard
IMMEDIATE P/T OPENINGS
Golf Course Snack Bar positions, w/ yard service. $350.+ dep. & 1/2
utilities. 579 So. 10th St. Call
$5.50- $6.00 per hour d.o.e.
Laura 295-7980 or 286-2965.
plus free golf & lunch!
Call Tia at Shoreline Goff Links
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
415-969-7100.
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
$10/HR PLUS COMMISSION. share 2 bdrrn 1 bath in quiet WilBright, money-motivated, ethical low Glen, near it. rail. $350./mo.
individual for telesales/appoint. 265-8553.
ment-setting in Si. Established,
growirg company. Majx Ldrversity & RM NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
EPA studies validate our product very close to campus. Nice apt A/C,
benefts.Proidus Vali:sales opulence pool, garage. ASAP call 279-0781.
disirable. Extremely lucrative career
path for the right individual. Work
evenings & weekends to start. Interested appiicants should mail/fax a 2 BDRM. 1 BATH. COTTAGE.
resume to Doe Ott EcoWater, 4667 Avail 9/1. Private entrance &
Third Sc, Pleasanton, CA 94566 or parking. New carpet. All util. paid.
510.602-1078 (fax) & then follow Nonsmoker only. Close to campus S.
with a phone call to80029743798. 13h St. $800./mo. John -947-0974.

ROOMMATES

EE MAJOR WANTED for part time
work with Santa Clara ferrite mfgr.
Wind toroids, magnetic testing etc.
$6-13 per hour. CMI Technology.
408-727-7479.
GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
America’s largest dinner delivery
service. We deliver dinners from
restaurants like Chilis, TGI Fridays,
& Marie Callenders to homes &
businesses. Many SJSU students
have enjoyed or, flexible & friendly
work environment. You can too. Otr
embus are pet tine it the twen’rgs
Cat this nstified sexrd. 369-9401.
Moble Walter/IValtress: Deliver
from tar restaurant to the claremer’s
home or business. Earn $9.$12/hr
hour. You must be at least 18, have
your own car, ins. & no rinethei one
deg on your DMV. Posititons in the
Gbeetio/Caripbel sree or SOO Sfri
kee. Cash tips nigritlyfil 3698401.

ELECTROLYSIS CLJNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. BayNood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, postwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Clasalfied readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.

RENTAL HOUSING

AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems *
Divorce & Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 blks
off campus.
Includes
water, garbage & cable TV.
parking
avail.
Laundry and
$750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month. 295-5256.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.

RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Hite windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 parsons OK. Rent from
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
297-4705.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us perma2 adman Apulment $750/ma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Back Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Close In
Modem Building
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
(408) 295-6893.
Campbell . 4081379-3500.

$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Loge 2 tder/2 be. $745-$795/ rro.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Responsive management. Walk or
FULL TRAINING
EXCFI I FNT BENEFITS
ride bike to school. Very clean.
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
roomy & remodeled. Security type
Medical/Dental Insurance
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
Apply: Mon. -Pr. 8am 5pm,
Ample parking. We take advance
Vanguard Security Services
deposits. Call 288-9157.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
Neu 101 at Sal Tcmas Expressway.
SERVICES
RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12/hr. +
tips. Theme Parks. Hotels, Spas. P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
+ more. Tropical & Mountain Available. Broad Academic
destinations worldwide. Call background in Social Science.
Proficient on Mac. General
(206)632-0150 ext R60411.
knowledge of library databases
and bibliography materials.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers Excellent References. Call:
(415) 327-4609.
Full-time / Part-time
Apply: Mon.- Fri., 8am.- 5pm.
Student Voice Mall $7. Month*
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
No more missed messages!
(408)286-5880
Rent your own private, passwordNATIONAL PARK JOBS Over protected voice mail box
25,000 openings! (including hotel (3 month minimum). Pager
staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits + notification and group boxes
bonuses! Apply now for best available. Call today for free
positions. Call: 1-206-545-4804 recorded message. 24 hour
access. 408-261-9880.
ext. N60411.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and brake inspection!
Student Discounts,
Big-O -Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
261-4430.

WORD PROCESSING

HAYWARDFREMONTUMON CITY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN? Suzanne Scott 51.0/441-0504.
Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the WORD PROCESSING Professional
things you have always enjoyed. Theses, resumes, group
Feel better emotionally & Nwsicaliy. projects. term papers. etc.
Quick and affordable, drugless Free spelling & grammatical
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960 editing. Free storage. TranPain Relief Center for free 16 page scription, Fax machine.
Dependable. One -day turn
booklet on chronic pain.
around on most work, 8am to
ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE 7pm, Call Anna at 972-4992,
pain,
neck
Are you tired of
headaches and low back pain ***I HATE TO TYPEI
from long hours of studying? If this got your attention, grve yourCome see Dr. Galla for a self a break. Let me do it for you!
Free Spinal Exam. 408.998-4480 Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
Bascom / 280.
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie- 445.0707.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Narro

Floe Addre,
Days
Zip node
$13 Z)Iti, A ’,tale
$14
t
$15
$18
Send check or rooney order to
Spartan Daily Claaalfleda
University
After Ow ’Nth day, rate Inareaser by $t per day. San Jose !Nato
San Joao, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
for
$3
each
in
bold
available
words
additional
Up to 5
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline: 1003 a.m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check

/

one classification:
_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages*_Floommates*
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found** _Health/Beauty
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers*
_Insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainmert*
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word ProcessIrq
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ms must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

20185 PROFESSIONAL Experience.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX avaiiabie. Pick up
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. & delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
West San Jose/Cupertino APA. Timeliness & satisfaction
Term papers Group projects guaranteed. Tutoring available
Thesis Letters Applications in some subjects. Contact Candi
Resunes .Tape transcription. etc. at (4081369-8614.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
SCHOLARSHIPS

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT1
ASTORIA /19JRANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, ru help you,
DUI? Accidents? Suspended lic?
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with app. only!

DO7EIDEILIDOODEJECIEFEICIDEDFIDOO7CEIDE
0111DOODEDOODOODOMODEIOODOODEEIDE
DOECIMODOODOODEIDOOLOODOODODECIO
HODOCIEIDDECCIODOODOODEIDOOMODEIDD
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two Threns
One
Day
Days
Days
$9
$7
311,r..
$5
$8
$10
4 lbws
$6
$11
$7
5 lines
$9
$12
$10
6 linos
$6
$1 for each additional line.

PROFESSONAL Word Processing,.
Tneses, term papers. group
Projects. resumes. letters. etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced. dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda 14081 264-4504.

AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
Professional Word Processing! Money is waning for yo, right now
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing & from Prrvate Schoiarsrups. Grants
Goup Projects, Resumes, Letters.
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum.
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
INSURANCE
HP Laser.. All formats. specializing
For FREE ifferature and
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
application’, package.
AUTO INSURANCE
grammatical editing. Free disc
Campus Insurance Service
CALL NOW! 408292-2400
leave name, address. phone.
Special Student Programs
storage. All work guaranteed!
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Worry free. dependable. ancl prompt
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
service. To avoid disappointment, SS BILLIONS available for your
-Good Rates for Non-Good Drwers" call now to reserve your time! Call educator, all students qualify!
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). Plus Free message 18001666-GRAD.
SPECLAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Muttitar SNIP Additional 10% Per Referral!
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Learn now to -c I tt.e snow,
English
grants and schcparshios or
papers/
NO HASSLE
and
Science
NO OBUGA11ON
theses our specialty. Laser print- your own or by using a low
ing.
Free
spell
check
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
and storage. cost matching serv-ce. Call
APA, Turabian and other formats. 1800-4431145 Ext. # 153. Cost
Resumes, editing, graphics 51 95 per minute/ 5 minute call
AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drrvers
and other services available. Must be 18 or older. Infoservice.
Masterson’s Word Processing. Los Angeles. CA.
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Diver Discount: 20%
Call Paul cr Virginia 408.251-0449
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408) 2676067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

HEALTH/BEAUTY
DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Thsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
4053793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell. CA 95038.

CALL frUiRCIA 266,9448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Tomblin MLA
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
International Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

:11

answers will appear in the next issue
ACROSS
1 Chilled
5 - of the crime
10 Baseball team
14 Field mouse
15 Roof overhangs
16 Poems
17 Commentator
Sevareid
18 Prank
19 Trickle
20 Chitchat
22 Prepared
23 Sailor s "yes"
24 Marsh
25 More suspicious
29 Crop plant
33 Bygone
34 Monster
36 Part of an egg
37 Head gesture
38 Farm building
41 - jacket
42 Saga
44 Snakes
45 Literary work
47 Keep in office
49 Makes waste?
51 Shade tree
52 Beverage
53 Fragrant wood
56 Star chart
62 Run - go wild
63 Actor David 64 Ukraine’s capital
65 Citrus fruit
66 ’Drop us-"
67 Actress Sommer
68 One of the
Flintstones
69 Was an omen of
70 Pigments
DOWN
1 Currier and 2 Crocus bulb
3 Lamb s pen
name

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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4 Reveal to
customs
5 Place to sit
6 "Killin9 em
Softly co-star
7 Wicked
8 Blouse part
9 NWT native
10 Bouquet
11 Notion
12 Require
13 Catch sight of
21 Recumbent
22 Hold someone
up
24 South African
settler
25 Lover of
solitude
26 Marry secretly
27 Actor Albert
28 Type of beef
29 Rubbish
30 Grove

Spotless
Approves
Economic star
Magazine
stand
40 votes in favor
43 Hidden
46 Piled up
48 Play it by 50 Made up (tor)
53 Bossy’s
offspring
54 Muslim official
55 Round top
56 City in Hawaii
57 Roman poet
58 Former
Quebec
premier Levesque
59 Slick
60 Lap dog
61 Nights before
63 Capture
31
32
35
39
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San Jose State Univers&

Garages
and a portion is returned to
SJSU. Staley said it is unlikely
were five years ago. He estimat- the
budget amount
will
ed that the budget then was increase Instead, the money
$1.6 million, and is now approx- gets channeled into programs
imately $900,000. Because of such as the Student Transit
budget cuts, Staley said the Access Program (TAP), to help
garage work force has also encourage alternative methods
dropped.
of transportation and relieve
"We used to
the impact on
the
garages.
have more than
40 student assi- ’We used to have
The program
received
stants working
more than 40
for us," he said
$80.000.
student assistants
"Now it’s about
The student
20 (workers)
assistants, Staworking for us.
of
because
ley said, sweep
Now it’s about 20
budget
cuts
the garages as
over the last
because of budget regularly as
four years."
their
other
cuts.’
duties permit
Money
for
Dick Staley
the garage budtime for. Other
manager, Irak and Parting Operation,
maintenance
get comes from
parking permit
such as paintsales, which have declined in ing, minor repairs and light
years,
he
said. electrical work is performed
recent
Additionally, the garages have during school breaks. He said
used much of the budget for some problems, such as
seismic retrofittings, lighting the pigeon droppings, are
and new exits.
chronic, despite efforts to recti"Parking is a self-funding fy the situation.
If someone would like to
operation," he said. "(California) state dollars are not report a problem with the
garage. Staley said they should
contributed."
Fees collected are sent to the speak with the attendant on
California State University duty, or call Traffic and
headquarters in Long Beach, Parking.
From page 1

Arnold
From page 1
ecl from SJSU and received his
commission through the Air
Force ROTC detachment.
Brown fingers through the
1974 SJSU yearbook, black and
white photos displaying the
tremendous success the blood
drive was even 20 years ago.
"Some other organization will
have to step up and offer
assistance to make up for the
loss of the Air Force ROTC,"
Brown said.
According to Vargas AAS
cadets gain leadership experience they would not otherwise
get through ROTC.
That knowledge will no
longer be available once AAS
and the Air Force ROTC leaves
campus
Air Force ROTC will be discontinued in such a manner as
to allow the currently enrolled

A.S.

students to complete their programs, according to Academic
Senate resolution 885.
The program at SJSU will trek
on until this year’s freshman
class graduates four years from
now, according to Brown.
"I have assured the Air Force
that we will do all that we can
to protect these individuals,"
SJSU President J. Handel Evans
announced at his faculty
address speech.
"We’re disappointed in the
outcome. It’s a shame," Brown
said, referring to the Academic
Senate’s vote to discontinue Air
Force ROTC.
But the spirit on the fourth
floor of MacQuarrie Hall hasn’t
diminished at all.
"It’s as high as it’s ever
been, we’re still just as motivated," Vargas said. "We’re
going at everything with more

House offers Clinton muted praise,

calls for quick withdrawal of troops
licans voted present.
WASHINGTON (AP) Acting
In the Senate, Majority
less than 12 hours after the
first troops choppered into Leader George Mitchell circuHaiti, the House called Monday lated draft legislation that
for the orderly withdrawal of also commended the presiall American forces "as soon as dent, former President Carter
and other negotiators who
possible."
In a 353-45 vote, lawmakers spent the weekend in Haiti;
also offered a muted commen- and voiced support for the
dation for President Clinton, armed forces engaged in the
and praised American forces mission.
A Senate vote
on the ground
for their "pro- ’President Clinton was expected
later in the
fessional exceldeserves great
week.
lence and dediThe Housecated patriocredit for his
passed measure
tism."
commended the
The legislaleadership.’
for
underpresident
tion
George Mitchell sending Carter,
scored wideSenate Majority Leader
retired
Gen.
spread opposiColin
Powell
tion in the
House to Clinton’s earlier plans and Sen. Sam Nunn to Haiti
to invade Haiti, and lawmakers over the weekend. It also
of both parties called for a expressed support for the
more comprehensive airing of efforts of the president "to
the administration’s policy provide for the departure from
power of the de facto
within several days.
By voting for the measure, authorities and the result of
supporting democracy and the rule of law
"we are not
President Clinton’s Haiti policy in Haiti."
It omitted any direct menor ... authorizing a long term
occupation," said Rep. David tion of the accords that Carter
negotiated over the weekend
McCurdy, D-Okla.
Voting
yes
were
232 that does not require Haitian
Democrats; 120 Republicans strongman Raoul Cedras to
and independent Bernard leave the country, but requires
Sanders of Vermont. All 45 him to step down by Oct. 15.
negative votes were cast And it does not express supby Republicans; two Repub- port for the continued pres-

are students, too."
This "voice" comprises three
a president, vice
executives
and
president, and controller
13 board members. Each spring
semester, 16 students run for
one-year terms.
Both undergraduates and
graduate students can run for
office as long as they take at
least six units and are in good
academic standing.
A.S. Officers may run for
re-election as many times as
they wish.
Non-matriculated students,
known as open university students, may not run for office.
This year’s A.S has three
incumbents and 12 newcomers.
There is one vacancy on the
board of directors
A.S. also offers services
through its business office,
program board, campus recreation program and print shop.
For a complete listing of the
services, a student can pick up
an "A.S. Info. Card" at the A.S.
Office located at the third floor
of the Student Union.
Even though A.S. is the voice
of the students, not many students are aware of this voice.
"I think we pay an activities
fee in our registration, and A.S.
uses that money to fund student programs that most students don’t know about," said
senior religion and psychology
major Ferzin Irani.
Senior music major Brian
Carter agreed with Irani.
"I’m sure A.S. impacts me," he
said. "But I’m not aware of it,
except for when they allocate
funds that directly affect me."
When asked why they’re not

more involved with student government, both students cited
busy lives.
"In a perfect world, I’d have
time to know how A.S. affects
me," Carter said. "But the fact
is, I have other things to worry
about. And I know most people
on campus do too."
Irani also said she doesn’t
have the time.
"I probably don’t have the
time to get involved because of
work and studying," she said. "If
I did get involved, I wouldn’t
want to do it half- heartedly."

’See us as a
corporation with
over a $1 million
budget from
student fees, events
we put on, interest
Income and other
sources. We have
the money to
support change we
believe need to
happen on
campus.’
Andrea Wagner
Preakind

Wagner understands that
many students lead busy
lives. In addition to her A.S.
duties, she takes 15 units and
works 25 hours a week
She said a priority for A.S.
Is to find more ways to get

ence of American forces in significant expenditure of
Haiti.
American resources and expoThe legislation was the prod- sure of American troops to
uct of daylong private nego- danger with little relevance to
tiations between Democrats on American national security
the one hand and Republicans interests ....
who wanted to dilute any
"Occupation is better than
official praise for Clinton him- invasion but it is still a bad polself.
icy," Gingrich wrote.
While
some
senior
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.,
Democratic leaders lauded chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs CommitClinton, some
Republicans
tee, called the
’Occupation is
avoidance of an
criticized
invasion a "sigbetter than
administration
nificant achievepolicy and lawInvasion but it is ment and an
makers of both
parties raised
still a bad policy.’ important one."
At the same
questions
Newt Gingrich time, he said
about
the
Motor GOP Whip
the agreement
length of the
Carter reached
military operation, its eventual cost and the with Cedras has "imperfections in it." He mentioned
fate of Cedras.
"President Clinton deserves questions about the scope of
great credit for his leadership, an amnesty envisioned for
his determination," Senate Cedras and other military leadGeorge ers; the fact that the agreement
Leader
Majority
told doesn’t refer to any of the miliMitchell,
D-Maine.,
reporters after a White House tary leaders by name and that
meeting. "It’s clear this result the establishment of order in
would not have been possible Haiti is to be accomplished by
but for his leadership," he cooperation between American
and Haitian troops.
said.
House Speaker Thomas
But House GOP Whip Newt
Gingrich, after attending the Foley said that, without action
same White House meeting, over the weekend, "American
sent a memo to fellow House credibility would have been in
Republicans calling Clinton’s jeopardy. I don’t think it is
strategy "a bad policy with a today," he said.

Inmates set fire to cells

Pilots release statements on crash
The
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
captain of USAir Flight 1016
added his strength to his first
officer’s hands in a desperate
attempt to push the DC-9’s
throttles and try to avert the
crash that killed 37 passengers.
In statements released today,
Capt. Michael R. Greenlee and
First Officer James Hayes both
recounted flying into extremely
heavy rain as they approached
Charlotte-Douglas International
Airport on July 2.
"Rain intensity increased
abruptly and dramatically,"
Greenlee said. "I do not
,ver recall seeing rain fall that
heavily."
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students involved.
"We need to look at ways to
pull students in without compromising their education," she
said. "Service in student government shouldn’t hurt the students as it tends to do."
According to Wagner, students who serve on committees, unlike A.S. Officers,
receive no compensation for
their service.
A.S. Directors receive $140
per month for nine months during their term of office, while
the executives receive $470 for
11 months, according to the AS.
budget for 1994-95.
Wagner also said A.S. Officers
receive priority registration.
But Yaghmai believes students should make the time
to become more involved on
campus.
"Unfortunately," he said,
"SJSU has the title of a commuter school and many students take advantage of that by
not getting involved and not
just with AS."
"Statistics show that a high
percentage of SJSU students are
parents or work full-time,"
Yaghmai said. "But anyone
who pays a large amount of
money for tuition each semester should know where their
money is going. The easiest way
to find out is by joining an
A.S. committee."
The A.S. Board of Directors
meets every Wednesday at 3
p.m. at the top level of the
Student Union.
The meetings are open to
students and during the open
forum segment students may
address the board with their
questions and concerns.

JARRATT, Va. (AP)
Inmates of a state prison set
fires in a cellblock and briefly
occupied an exercise yard
today before security forces
regained control.
No prison staff members
were injured, authorities said.

The weather, including thunderstorms in the area, was to be
the focus of testimony and
questioning at an NTSB hearing
into the crash that opened
today.
In earlier interviews released
this morning, they said they
noticed a cluster of storm cells
south and east of the airport
after their aborted landing.
They both reported losing visibility when they had descended
to about 1,200 feet. Greenlee
ordered Hayes to abort the
landing at full power.
"Captain Greenlee called FIRE
WALL," Hayes said. "He then
placed his right hand over my
left hand. We pushed the throttle to the fire wall."
The crash killed 37 of the 57
people on board.
Cockpit voice recordings
released by the Federal Aviation
Administration showed that
Greenlee and Hayes got two
wind shear warnings but both
missed an all-points wind
shear alert just seconds before
the crash.
Wind shear, a sudden, dangerous shift in wind speed and
direction caused by a downward rush of cooled air in thunderstorms, is one of the suspected causes of the crash.
The hearing follows the crash
of another USAir plane, which
went down near Pittsburgh on
Sept. 8. That Boeing 737-300
dropped 6,000 feet and nosedived into a ravine at 300 mph,
shattering the plane and killing
all 132 people on board.

Meet With Employers

About 170 inmates from one
of the prison’s three cellblocks began the disturbance
at about 9:30 a.m., said Jim
Jones, executive assistant to
the director of the Department of Corrections in
Richmond.

Get Job Interviews

Register I.

The On -Campus
Interview Program
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The OCI program
is only for
technical majors.
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Over 62% of OCI
employers look for
NONTECHNICAL majors.

*tfteatt
On-campus
interviews are only
practice interviews.

Successful OCI interviews
result in job site interviews
and job offers.

Over 300 employers recruit every year.
On-campus interviews result in JOB OFFERS
Maximize your opportunities for interviews register early.
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Each semester the national award-winning Access magazine, SJSU’S own,
looks to talented artists, photographers
and writers to represent our university.
If you have work you want to show off
or just want to express yourself,
call for more information at:

(408) 924 - 3260
/2[AACJ
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